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44How do you like your facilities? What would you like to change?
What other things do you wish you had?" If these questions were asked
of children's librarians and media specialists, chances are that a few
would be wholeheartedly enthusiastic about their working space and
its various features. Many others would most likely voice reservations
and produce a shopping list.
In preparing this article, the author visited thirteen school libraries
and media centers in Boston and children's departments in ten public
libraries in eastern Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Personal obser-
vation of the facilities and their use by children, coupled with friendly
conversation with the people working in the various libraries, was a
valuable and fascinating exercise which provided an enormous amount
of information.
A few people did like their libraries very much. When asked why
this was so, they answered either "It's very attractive, and we have
plenty of space," or "We're very pleased with what we've been able to
do with the children here." It should be noted that those answers which
made immediate reference to children all came from people who work
in a school system where they have had to fight enormous obstacles to
establish libraries and media centers. In libraries where people were not
so enthusiastic about their facilities, there were three types of responses.
The most frequent complaint was a lack of space. The second source
of dissatisfaction was the feeling that staff had had no say in planning
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new or recently expanded buildings. A third and related irritation
was the fixed nature of unattractive wall graphics or inconvenient struc-
tural features which staff could not change. Aside from major problems,
all staff tended to wish for very simple things, such as a better paperback
rack or a couch for cozier storytelling.
FORM AND FUNCTION
Louis Sullivan's dictum that "form ever follows function" 1 has
been cited so often that it bears the familiarity of cliche. Nevertheless,
it serves as a useful premise in examining facilities. One thing seems
certain: whether form or function has determined the design of a par-
ticular building, the environment which is finally created announces
the intended function to all who enter. Translated into everyday terms
and applied to the individual children's librarian or media specialist,
this means that the facility is a reflection of that person's philosophy,
policy and objectives. The kind of environment established defines the
audience and expresses the librarian's function there.
What form are children's departments taking? In a few extreme cases
there are the stone and glass structures, largely devoid of color, which
characterize what has been called the "totally designed interior." 2 In
this type of building, all aesthetic considerations are determined by the
architect. Not all architects anxious to make structural statements are
of a stark, symmetrical persuasion, however. Several of the media centers
viewed have walls of hard, glossy yellow, orange or red, with bold wall
graphics and stairs plunging into the center of the room; some have
multilevel areas which created permanent divisions of the available
space.
Most library buildings do not follow a bold, unique or extreme design.
Usually each develops its own character in some more modest way, but
common tendencies appear when any number are compared. These
tendencies are worth examining for many reasons: they reveal the pre-
vailing sense of what is aesthetically appropriate for children, and they
indicate the services and options available to young library users.
The first and most predominant feature of most children's rooms is
the use of color. The old complaints about "institutional green" have
been laid to rest. There are new prevailing colors: institutional orange
and yellow. Red is also plentiful, occasionally on the walls, and often
in furniture and carpets. Turquoise and greens, which psychologists
and color experts advise as good choices for libraries 3 appear occasionally
as a restful change for the library visitor. Generally, wall tones are muted
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or sandy hues, while most furniture and equipment are in vivid tones,
with deep bright blues, purples and greens joining the reds, yellows and
oranges. Many of the common colors have a harsh, bright quality which
is especially evident in the acrylic fabrics and plastic and enameled metal
furniture that are widely used. These colors are exciting for some library
users and disquieting for others. When used in old buildings with dark
wood moldings they create a strange sense of disunity.
In American popular culture, plastics and pop art belong to one stream
of preference. A separate current of interest runs toward an identification
with the natural world. Some libraries do make generous use of brick,
natural woods and large windows opening on pleasant outdoor views.
This kind of library tends to use color less obtrusively and displays large
plants and handsome works of art or crafts. Children's facilities sometimes
include generous amounts of plants and may house fish, gerbils or other
small animals, but the connection to the natural world is otherwise not
much favored. It is apparently believed that the bold and vivid aspects
of popular culture with less contrast in tone and texture is more appro-
priate to the child's world.
Tables and chairs in graduated sizes have long been common features
in school and library facilities. Today, the decor and fittings of children's
rooms clearly emphasize the library's focus on the young child. Pictures,
mobiles, toys and special furniture and play equipment create a very busy
atmosphere, one which does not appear to be intended for the older or
more serious child. Collection content is broad and varied and generally
planned for a wide audience, but the environment may be structured to
provide for some activities and users and to neglect others.
THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
The rationale for using bright colors and providing many options
for busy activity is that such an atmosphere is attractive to children, is
exciting, and stimulates learning. Some of these reasons may turn out
to be overgeneralizations, and library staff may need to reexamine these
assumptions and become more knowledgeable about learning processes
(if indeed learning is still seen as a goal of the library). In one library,
which had a particularly colorful environment and a large amount of
play equipment and molded plastic furniture (much of which had been
custom-built by request of the director), the atmosphere seemed charged
with the physical energy of children moving excitedly through the room.
The staff quietly said that while the children found the environment
stimulating, it was virtually impossible to interest them in the use of
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materials. Good listening equipment was seldom used. Abuse of equip-
ment and furniture was common. The mother of a three-year-old child
who had recently moved to the community commented that her son had
previously enjoyed selecting his own books at the library, but in this
building he was excited and distracted by the activity and equipment and
could no longer be bothered with the book collection.
It seems obvious that children's librarians need to examine the ways
in which facilities are used and to relate this information to the achieve-
ment of goals. Color, design of space and choice of decorative materials
and equipment all contribute to the interaction between individuals and
their environment.
Psychologists and educators have talked much about color and its
importance. The lack of color creates an air of monotony and depresses
interest and response on the part of children. Red, orange and yellow are
preferred by young children, but these colors draw the attention outward
to the environment and create a feeling of excitement which interferes
with concentration. 4 These colors work well as points of contrast, but
may be less effective on walls and floors. As children grow older, their
color preferences become more sophisticated, and they respond well to
colors in the blue and green ranges, which are also colors that aid in con-
centration. People tend to look more pleasant against backgrounds of
these colors as well. Choice of color in libraries, then, can be used to
stimulate either physical activity, or thought and other imaginative pro-
cesses. The use of light also relates to color, and librarians have barely
begun to explore the variety and control of lighting which might expedite
creative programming and use of facilities.
In considering space, librarians are often concerned about the total
amount of it or about the space for specific materials, equipment or activ-
ities. Another consideration usually neglected is human needs and reac-
tions with regard to space. Some libraries do very well by providing
options for division of space; there may be small conference rooms for
group study or privacy, open areas where varying arrangements for pro-
grams and personal use occur, wired carrels for listening and viewing,
formal tables, and informal lounge areas. Other libraries, however, lack
imaginative divisions of space, and some violate the need for "private
space" (which may occur in open, public places) and the need for quiet
study.
5 The terms work and study seem to be viewed as out of date or
inappropriate in a few libraries. Library space today may be very crowded
with objects and visual stimuli which bombard the child and which may
prevent focusing of attention on any particular thing. The idea seems to
be that as many items as possible should be visible.
The variety and sometimes the similarity of decor, equipment
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and materials is fascinating to explore as one visits different libraries. In
most of the facilities seen by the writer, the sensory stimuli were all visual
or physical. There were plenty of opportunities for listening with record
and cassette collections and handy listening stations, but these did not
seem to be receiving much use. The notable omission was an appeal to the
tactile senses with textural variety. There were a few stuffed animals and
small thick-pile scatter rugs. A few libraries had bright-colored foam
blocks for seating at programs; staff usually noted that these were very
attractive play objects but did not work too well as seating (sometimes less
is indeed more, and the floor works better). In the widespread crafts move-
ment today, there is an abundance of woven work, soft sculpture, quilted
and appliqued material, as well as works in clay, glass, wood and bas-
ketry
6 that are beautiful, humorous, exciting and largely unexplored in
library environments. In four libraries, banners, wall hangings or small
quilted pictures were seen. The most interesting craft items on display
were large, beautifully constructed papier-mache figures of Peter
Rabbit, Paul Bunyan and a whale.
While libraries are utilizing more audiovisual equipment today, there
are still many common machines that can stimulate learning which are
not much in evidence. These include typewriters, calculators, magnify-
ing glasses, microscopes, simple drawing mechanisms, and cameras.
One unfortunate development has been the widespread increase in van-
dalism and abuse which librarians are reporting in those places where
varied equipment and material have been available. A happier trend is
the growing use of puppets in the library, and some very creative work
has gone into the design of puppets, stages and productions. Adults are
also a part of the regular clientele in the children's rooms, and a parent's
corner or collection has become a common feature.
It should be noted that some of the most thoughtful comments on
equipment, facilities and environment have been made by writers working
in programs for children with physical and learning disabilities. Many of
the articles in the recent ALA collection, The Special Child in the Li-
brary,
1 have broad implications for all people working with children in
libraries.
WALLS AND SPACES
Many children's departments are given a very small portion of space
in a library building. Others have almost too much space to be manageable
by the small staff usually allotted to children's services. Some depart-
ments have space that is subdivided into rooms or alcoves. This may fa-
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cilitate certain kinds of use, but causes traffic and visibility problems.
A really good facility requires adequate office, workroom, meeting room
or program space in convenient locations. Convenience is also crucial
to the location of restroom facilities and telephones. Plumbing and most
electrical wiring will be permanent arrangements which are enabling or
limiting factors in future use of the building. Plentiful use of phone jacks
and movable electrical tracks are important for efficiency and flexibility.
Workroom considerations include counter, desk and shelving space, as
well as running water and electrical outlets. This room is even more
versatile if it can accommodate small groups involved in craft, work-
shop or simple production techniques.
Major stumbling blocks to flexibility in using and altering facilities
are permanent fixtures on walls or built into a room. Wall graphics or
murals impose a permanent element into the decor. Shelving or other
structures which can never be moved limit future use of the space. Wall
surfaces that do not permit the temporary hanging or mounting of art are
frustrating. Small rooms and closets, even if fixed in location, can be
bonuses, because they can be varied in use. One of the best examples of
this was seen in a library where a small conference room had been con-
verted to a periodicals room for children.
Many people dislike a large square or rectangular space for the chil-
dren's room, and yet this shape often proves to offer the most control and
flexibility, since the physical divisions are not permanently fixed. The
space can be divided attractively with shelving and furniture, provided
that sight lines and traffic flow are carefully considered. Perimeter wall
shelving offers many advantages, and walls left free of shelving offer other
possibilities for devising storage and display. A common failing in chil-
dren's rooms continues to be the use of free-standing shelving that is too
high for comfortable use by children or that is placed so that it blocks areas
from view. This generally contributes to discipline problems and also
may cause staff to be unaware of persons needing assistance.
Storage space, both outside of the main service area for children and
inside, is of vital importance. Most libraries find it necessary to have some
storage provisions that are especially secure for expensive equipment.
The great variety of materials in use today requires careful planning of the
bins, files, cupboards and cases needed. Often personal ingenuity is called
for this was most evident in school libraries where staff had had the
opportunity to attend cardboard carpentry workshops. Cabinets mounted
on casters for portability are generally much appreciated.
Children's rooms are most often isolated from the other services and
collections of the library, located on a separate floor or in a room closed
off to contain traffic and noise. It is expected that all service to children
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should occur in this separate space, although children's librarians are
coming to realize that many children have information needs requiring
access to other collections of the library. A concern for providing this
kind of access was seldom expressed in the libraries visited. The best
traffic flow from one department to another occurred in a building that
was 125 years old and consisted of an original wing (which had been a
one-room schoolhouse) and two major additions. In this library, the
children's librarian was very pleased with the easy movement into adult
sections of the library and spoke highly of the teamwork of the staff
and constant efforts to make the building and services work better. Staff
in other children's departments seemed to appreciate isolation. Several
school media centers suffered from a surfeit of accessibility; these had
been placed in the center of the school with entry on all sides from class-
rooms. A constant stream of traffic passed through the media center to
other parts of the building, making staff work with individual students
very difficult and communication with groups impossible.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
Complaints that children's librarians are not involved in the planning
of new or expanded buildings are difficult for the casual observer to judge
fairly. It is clearly evident that in some cases the architect or library direc-
tor has used single-minded determination in choosing building design. It
was also true in the libraries visited that the most inviting rooms were
those in old buildings where library facilities had been improvised and
library staff had assumed most of the responsibility for establishing and
equipping the space. Personal involvement seems to pay off handsomely.
The political ramifications and technical aspects involved in planning
facilities are complex, to say the least. Planning is a process, and if the
children's librarian and other staff have not previously been involved in
the decision-making and administrative network of the library, it is un-
likely they will have much opportunity to participate in the planning of
building changes. Many children's librarians need training in strategy to
establish their place in the management team. Some are unaware of the
need, and some administrators are impervious to their efforts to share
decision-making. The effort must be made, however, before major deci-
sions are underway.
Wise planning depends on clarity of vision in examining the library's
function and goals. Librarians have been skeptical about statistical
studies, but they would be better equipped to plan effectively if they be-
came acquainted with some techniques involved in user studies and other
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quantitative measures.
8 They should avail themselves of population
studies and projections which may have been done for their geographic
area. They could more skillfully deal with facilities if they knew more
about the ways in which people interact with their environment. There
are some obvious implications here for ongoing personal study and pro-
fessional education.
CONCLUSION
Planning, some reasonable amount of space, and an enthusiasm for
people, materials and ideas, along with some appreciation for aesthetic
harmony, are all major ingredients in establishing facilities which are
attractive, comfortable and dynamic. Librarians do not know what the
future will bring in the way of new materials, services or needs. They do
know that they have hot begun to live up to their current potential. In
some cases, clutter and faddishness have obscured their sense of pur-
pose, and we, as children's librarians, cannot afford this at a time when it
is necessary to defend our need for funds. Imagination and courage are
needed to try new ideas, evaluate efforts and admit mistakes. Foresight
to keep open the opportunity to try again is essential. Some writers have
raised exciting possibilities, and some librarians have found creative
solutions to space and use problems.
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